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WHAT WE LEARN
There are five senses – taste, touch,
sight, hearing and smell.

WHAT THE SCIENTIST SAYS
Senses are bodily systems
consisting of sensory cell types
which respond to a specific
physical phenomenon and
correspond to a region in the brain,
according to a Harvard Medical
School report. Neurologists say
there are up to 21 human senses.

“There are more than five
senses. It’s more a matter of
categorisation and how much you
want to split the senses. There are
other senses, such as for
temperature and pain, and being
aware of the position of our bodies.
These senses have different
receptors, but they are all
controlled by the somatic
sensory system.”
–Dr Ling Shuo-Chien of the
Department of Physiology at the
NationalUniversity of Singapore’s
Yong Loo Lin School of Medicine.

“What we call senses are, in fact,
extremely complex interactions
between our physiological systems.

“The role of these systems is to
detect changes in both our internal
and external environment, and
help prepare the body’s response to
maintain homeostasis (a state
of equilibrium).”
–Dr Ciaran Forde of the Clinical
NutritionResearch Centre at the
Agency forScience, Technology
and Research’s Singapore
Institute forClinical Sciences

WHAT WE LEARN
There are three states – solid, liquid
and gas.

WHAT THE SCIENTIST SAYS
“There are more states of matter
that are present in extreme
environments, such as plasma.

“Plasma is a state consisting of
partially ionised gas, usually at high
temperatures. As heat is added, the
electrons fly off the atoms,
resulting in a ‘sea’ of free-moving
electrons, giving it the ability to
conduct electricity.

“Lightning, electric sparks
and stars are examples of the
plasma state.

“The opposite of this is
Bose-Einstein condensates, a state
of matter in which atoms are cooled
to near absolute zero, and they
move so closely to one another that
they combine and behave like a
single atom.”
–Dr Abel Yang, physics lecturer,
NationalUniversity of Singapore.

Amelia Teng

How many states of matter are
there? If you answered three,
you’re wrong – for there are at
least five.

And like you, generations have
grown up learning “science facts”
which may get them full marks in
school, but are either incomplete,
or simply inaccurate.

Academics and educators say
that while topics must be made sim-
ple so children can understand ba-
sic concepts, teachers need to give
pupils room to discover in a more
complex way later on. If not, the
myths persist into adulthood.

Dr Abel Yang, who teaches phys-
ics and astronomy to undergradu-
ates at the National University of
Singapore (NUS), says teachers
need to show children that science
is a process of learning, rather than
just accumulation of facts.

“Science is a framework for us to
objectively understand the world,
and a very important part about it is
experimentation,” he said.

“It’s about layering knowledge
upon knowledge, starting with
basics, backing up with experi-
ments and moving on to the next
level to expand those theories.”

National Junior College chemistry
teacher Harman Johll noted that
some misconceptions can affect
students’ understanding of topics
later on.

In primary school, for instance,
pupils who start learning science
formally in Primary 3 represent
solids, liquids and gases with circles
closer or farther apart, depending
on the strength of interactions be-
tween particles in each state.

Then in secondary school they
learn that atoms are the basic
particles of matter. So one mis-
take students make is to think a cir-
cle represents an atom, when it is
actually just a symbol represent-
ing a concept.

“This could have implications on
how they understand physical and
chemical properties of materials,”
Mr Johll added. “Teachers need to
clarify concepts from the start, and

sometimes across topics, because
science doesn’t work in silos.”

When contacted, an Education
Ministry spokesman said that stu-
dents learn what is “developmental-
ly appropriate” for their level.

“At lower levels, students learn
simple concepts but progress to
develop a deeper and more com-
plete understanding of these con-
cepts at higher levels,” she said.

Associate Professor Rajdeep

Singh Rawat, deputy head of re-
search and postgraduate matters,
speaking on behalf of academics at
the National Institute of Education’s
Natural Sciences and Science Educa-
tion Academic Group, pointed out
too that that there are different lev-
els of scientific literacy for everyday
or expert use.

Science Centre Singapore chief
Lim Tit Meng also emphasised the
importance of questioning.

“It’s important to tell kids that sci-
ence is a process of inquiry – that’s
why we do research – and it re-
quires you to have an open mind.”

This was a lesson that has stuck
with Mr Johll since Secondary 3 –
one of the first things his science
teacher told the class was: “What I
teach you may in 10 years’ time not
be true, or may be proven by some-
one else to be wrong.”

How the subject is taught in Sin-
gapore schools has come under
fire in recent months, with parents
complaining that their children
are taught to memorise answers,
and are penalised unfairly for
answers that do not contain the
right “keywords”.

Said Mr Johll: “Sometimes teach-
ing science concepts tends to be
rigid, but teachers need to commu-
nicate to students that science is a
malleable subject.”

Dr Ling Shuo-Chien, an assistant
professor at the department of
physiology at the NUS Yong Loo Lin
School of Medicine, said that scien-
tific inquiry could be taught
through processes like observing
and coming to conclusions.

“We should push students to
think about things they may not
usually notice,” he said.

“I wouldn’t be so fixated on what’s
true or wrong, because knowledge
keeps progressing. We don’t know
what will happen 20 years from
now.”

Associate Professor Lim added
that the Science Centre tries to help
pupils understand basic science
principles through workshops tai-
lored to suit their age, which
address mistaken notions and ex-
plain findings such as why Pluto is
no longer a planet, for example.

Dr Yang added that since young
children do not have much scientif-
ic background, “you can’t unleash
the secrets of the universe on
them”. That is why primary colours
are taught as blue, red and yellow –
which children are probably famil-
iar with – instead of the more accu-
rate trio of cyan (greenish-blue),
magenta (purplish-red) and yellow.

As Mr Johll pointed out: “The chal-
lenge for primary school teachers is
to strike a balance.

“That process of questioning
students’ assumptions and interact-
ing with them to clarify what
they’re thinking, or addressing
flaws in pictorial representations,
is important.”

And while in-depth scientific
knowledge is not a must for all jobs,
some knowledge is always a plus.

“We should know enough so that
we can make sense of things that
we come across,” he said.

“Having some appreciation of sci-
ence helps us know how the world
around us works.”
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WHAT WE LEARN
Red, blue and yellow are primary
colours – which cannot be created
by mixing other colours.

WHAT THE SCIENTIST SAYS
“The primary colours of pigment
are cyan (greenish-blue), magenta
(purplish-red) and yellow. The
primary colours of light are red,
blue and green.

“Red and blue are traditionally
taught as primary colours... While
cyan and magenta are technically
correct, they can also be considered
different shades of blue and red.

“The primary colours of light are
red, blue and green because
humans have three main receptors
for these colours. Receptors are
cells that are sensitive to light and
relay messages to the brain.

“Combining red and green light,
for instance, creates yellow light.
These colours are used by light
sources such as computer screens.”
–Dr Abel Yang, physics lecturer,
NationalUniversity of Singapore.

WHAT WE LEARN
There is no gravity in space, which
is why astronauts float around.

WHAT THE SCIENTIST SAYS
“Gravity is everywhere in the
universe. On Earth, we feel gravity
because it is pulling us towards the
ground. In space, shuttles are in a
state of continuous free-fall
towards Earth, so astronauts
appear weightless because they
and the shuttle are falling at the
same speed.

“The strength of gravity depends
on the mass of the two objects and
the distance between them. An
object with larger mass has more
gravitational force; that is partly
why all planets and comets in our
solar system orbit the Sun.”
– Dr Abel Yang, physics lecturer,
NationalUniversity of Singapore.

Educators say pupils need to be aware that
science is more than just fact accumulation

Is there gravity
in space?

LAYERSOF INFORMATION

Science is a framework
for us to objectively
understand theworld,
and a very important
partabout it is
experimentation. It’s about
layeringknowledge upon
knowledge, starting with
basics, backing up with
experimentsand moving
on to the next level to
expand those theories.

’’DRABELYANG, who teachesphysicsand
astronomytoundergraduatesat the
NationalUniversityofSingapore

WHAT WE LEARN

Various parts of the tongue are
exclusively responsible for
different tastes. The taste buds for
bitter, for instance, sit at the back of
the tongue, and those for sweet are
right in front.

WHAT THE SCIENTIST SAYS
Tongue taste maps first appeared in
1942, after American experimental
psychologist Edwin Boring from
Harvard University misinterpreted
a German study from 1901. The
theory was discredited in 1974, but
tongue taste maps still appear in
biology textbooks.

“Taste buds are distributed all
over the tongue. Each taste bud
contains between 50 and 100 taste
receptors, capable of detecting one
of the basic tastes of sweet, sour,
salty, bitter or umami (pleasant
savoury taste).

“No distinct region of the tongue
is more sensitive to one of these
tastes than other parts.”
–Dr Ciaran Forde, the Clinical
NutritionResearch Centre,
Singapore Institute for Clinical
Sciences, Agency for Science,
Technologyand Research.
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How many senses
do humans have?
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How does the
tongue taste food?

Tackling
science as
a process
of inquiry

Which colours
are primary?

Children entering a model of the human body at Science Centre Singapore. The centre tries to help pupils understand
basic science principles through workshops tailored to suit their age. PHOTO: DIOS VINCOY JR FOR THE STRAITS TIMES

How many states of
matter are there?
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Experts weigh in on basic scientific principles and what they really mean
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